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About This Content

Last Word is an adventure in pontification, a gallop into the realm of gossip, and a really cool game. It's a conversation piece
about conversation that can be enjoyed to the last drop, like a fine red wine (unless you prefer white).

Experience the intriguing and ear-defying original soundtrack to Last Word. It blends piano, strings, horns, and marvelous-ness.
The eerie tones and continuous themes add to the world of St. Lauden in a special way that will have you chattering all night

long!

All tracks are composed by Lannie "Merlandese" Neely III and brilliantly mixed/mastered by Fernando "Ferdk" Carabajal.

01. Pleasant Pleasantries 03:26
02. Remarkable Remarks 01:14

03. Chapters -or- The Text Between Incidents 00:09
04. HOSPITALITY 02:53

05. Pontification 01:50
06. Rendered Speechless (Loss) 01:18

07. Key Topic 00:02
08. The Mouth Opens Wide 00:06
09. The Professor's Lecture 01:27

10. HOSTILITY 02:25
11. Expatiation 01:46

12. Fourth Appeal (Victory) 01:18
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13. Fabled History 02:12
14. FUTILITY 02:52

15. Change of Color 01:15
16. IMMUNITY 02:20
17. Pupal Pupil 01:48

18. Blather Latherers 01:48
19. FINALITY 02:37
20. Dissertation 02:41

21. In Conclusion 03:32
22. Salutations [BONUS] 03:48

23. Narrative Trailer (Last Word) 00:54
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Good Job! Hopefully there is another in the making.. Pixel Art: 5/5 (Very creative and artistic)
Immersion: 4/5 (I just love this world)
Gameplay: 5/5 (Every moment of frustration is so enjoyable!)
Controls: 4/5 (Precise and complex)
Value: 5/5 (Lots of game play for the price)
Difficulty: 5/5 (Can be really tough, especially 100%)
--------------
Overall 4.6 (Difficulty is always excluded)

Please follow my Pixel Art Curation for other great games...

WOW!

I love saying that, but don't too often...This game is a must have for pixel and platformer lovers alike!

I am still trying to wrap my head around this game and all the while I am just sucked right in!

The pixel art is so simple, yet has so much creativity and depth! Very imaginative!

At first I thought this was going to be a really cheap, cheesy and crap game...Boy, was I so very wrong!

It is simplistic in the truest form of graphic design, yet its aesthetic is remarkably beautiful.

The game concept is simple, move from A to B in a small game field while jumping, sliding, dashing, morphing, etc. The game
play is therefore, so very complex because of the various controls and obsticles!

If you are a platformer, you should play this game!

ACHIEVEMENTS: Lots and lots...Tough game, so 100% will be an investment of time and frustration.. This game is much
harder and smarter than it looks. There are pretty good idea with polished implementation and hard, very hard puzzles. I hope I
could bite it, but at present I get stuck. :). There's physics-enabled blocks, completely customizable marbles, an in-game level
editor, an endless mode, and an in-game currency without microtransactions. This is more than just a Marble Blast clone; need I
say more?

EDIT: TO WHOEVER OF YOU THREE DISLIKED THIS REVIEW, I WILL FIND YOU AND I WILL KILL YOU.. Pixel
Art: 3.5/5
Immersion: 2/5
Gameplay: 2.5/5
Controls: 2/5 (Not very good)
Value: 5/5 (Free and unique)
Difficulty: 4/5 (Because of controls)
--------------
Overall 3.0 (Difficulty always excluded)

Please follow my Pixel Art Curation for other great games...

First of all it is free...I played through this just for completion, since it was not very fun. It is quaint for a short while.

It is a very difficult game, only because the controls are quite different because you have to shoot by getting a square reticle
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active on head and then fire.

It is short and as mentioned, free so probably worth a playthrough if you are bored and looking for something different to
explore.

I did find the monsters unique and creative...I am not commending this because I thought it particularly good, just different...A
free experience!

ACHIEVEMENTS: Play through each level, acquiring all items and you will 100%
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WOH...Hey Devs PLEASE do not stop working on this!..you have something here... as a HUGE Homeorld fan you NAILED
it!... in some ways with the build your own ship idea you surpased relics basic concept...infact managing ships in my living room
sooo surpased the clunky drag a disc sytem homeworld had to use due to its critically limited 2d interface.. my only complaint is
minor becuase i know this is brand new in development and that is the game didnt end after eratcicating the computer A.I.
SOOO that being said can you please add more skirmish options for more a.i. teams and the option for me and my frinds to co-
op against them?!! that would be solid!.

I would never had found this gem if not for googling to see if homeworld was ever going to release a VR version and i saw your
plug for your game in the comments of a reddit thread.. i am so glad you did that or i would never have found this. as soon as
you make this more "multiplayer vs A.I." friendly ill be able to strong arm my VR buddies into picking it up.

i fore see a day down the road where this is flushed out with all the little options added for setting up a match and maybe even a
cockpit view mode to get even more first hand view of some huge space battles. maybe flag ship you can pilot for fun.

ooo also last thaught, if you could add an option to turn on or off the greyish fog of war effect and just have the ships fade in as
they get close that would be nice, ide prefer a clean space look from all my views but the ability to toggle the fog of war on
when looking for areas i havent explored for enemys in the endgame parts would be a nice option.

Cheers and hi-fives!. Amazing! It's the most best sandbox game ever, brilliant FPS. It's just the best sandbox game someone
could play. Keep up the good work. :D. Damn, this game was powerful. Another jigsaw game from Snkl Studio! Couldn't see 
that one coming, could you? So how does it stack up against Game of Puzzles: Nature?

  Well, it's a tad easier for starters. Dragons can be like that, compared to landscapes. You can kind of tell where the head's
probably going to be, certainly in relation to the feet. (Whereas mountains, y'know, could be just about anywhere in the frame!)
The unfortunate side effect of this - combined with a mere twelve puzzles to solve, at least as of this writing - is that this is by far
the worst value Snkl game I've played thus far.

  But wait...

  There is one paltry consolation, for anyone who considers Achievements to be deal-makers or breakers. This game has 88 - count
'em, 88! - easily-achievable Achievements you get for simply playing the game through. Which only takes about half an hour, at
best. So...

  I'll give you the barest of passes, Snkl, but surely you know you've let yourself down this time. Perhaps there's more puzzles to
come, given that's what you did with Game of Puzzles: Nature? We shall see. But for now, I can only recommend this to the most
zealous of jigsaw-puzzlers. Or the most loyal of dragon-worshippers.

  I expect better things next time, Snkl...you know I'm watching you...

Verdict: 5\/10.

(PS If you enjoyed this review, feel free to check out my two Curator pages: 
http:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/curator\/9284586-ReviewsJustfortheHELLofit\/\u200b
http:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/curator\/10868048-Truly-Horrible-Horror-Games\/?appid=398210\u200b
Cheers!). Fun game, just needs multi-player!. Game was too short and played like max payne. story went from hunting drug
lords to fighting a nazi back to fighting drug lords. pretty much all over the place but the gun play was decent. game needs a lot
of work especially with movement, and intereration. Might be better at a latter date, but for now I do not recomend.. Honestly, I
don't think that the asking price is justified based on the amount of content in the game. You pick an animal and cause as much
damage as possible. Score enough points and you can move on to the next map (there are about 7 if memory serves). While
there are different animals to play as on each map, the overall gameplay felt empty and just wasn't fun. I'm sorry to say it, but
my Android phone has games on it that are both cheaper and more in-depth than this.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EmcMCvRJo_w. Fundamentally lacking in fun.

The graphics are painful and dated, the controls are a slog; using items in the inventory can be frustrating when trying to apply
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them in appropriate areas. The plot itself is extremely short and contrived. For an adventure in a science fiction space station,
dealing with cover-up mysteries and police politics, everything boils down to petty revenge and an unfortunate one-night stand
from an aggravating protagonist (who does not have the redeeming value of being written in a compelling fashion).

None of it compels significant interest or a need to keep playing, save maybe to get your money's worth from this game. There
have to be countless greater point & clicks on Steam.. loved it :)
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